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Abstract

The Ising model, originally developed as a
spin-glass model for ferromagnetic elements,
has gained popularity as a network-based
model for capturing dependencies in agents’
outputs. Its increasing adoption in health-
care and the social sciences has raised pri-
vacy concerns regarding the confidentiality of
agents’ responses. In this paper, we present
a novel pε, δq-differentially private algorithm
specifically designed to protect the privacy of
individual agents’ outcomes. Our algorithm
allows for precise estimation of the natural
parameter using a single network through an
objective perturbation technique. Further-
more, we establish error bounds for this al-
gorithm and assess its performance on syn-
thetic datasets and two real-world networks:
one involving HIV status in a social network
and the other concerning the political leaning
of online blogs.

1 INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of data available on interactions between
agents in a system has led to several network mod-
els being developed to better understand and contem-
plate agents’ responses in an interconnected environ-
ment. One such popular model is the Ising spin glass
model, which was originally developed in statistical
physics to model ferromagnetism. However, it has now
gained popularity in applications in several social sci-
ence domains, due to it’s ease of interpretation and
widespread applicability. Thomas Schelling’s Ising-
like model (Schelling (1971)) to explain racial segre-
gation in US cities has become a standard practice in
explaining urban dynamics (Fossett (2006)). Stauffer
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(2008) also discusses how the Ising model can be used
to understand language dynamics and the adoption of
linguistic features from different languages without ex-
ternal forces, a line of work pioneered in Nettle (1999),
and later strongly reflected in future literature.

One of the interesting properties of Ising model (Equa-
tion (1), discussed in detail in Section 2), which is
a joint distribution on the outcomes of the nodes
σ “ pσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnq P t˘1un given an arbitrarily en-
coded symmetric network information matrix Jn :“
ppJnpi, jqqq, is that it is easy to infer the influence
of the neighboring nodes on the outcome of an indi-
vidual node. This can be seen from the conditional
probability of σi “ 1 given the other node outcomes
σ´i :“ pσ1, . . . , σi´1, σi`1, . . . , σnq,

Ppσi “ 1|σ´iq “
eβ

ř

j:j‰i σjJnpi,jq

eβ
ř

j:j‰i σjJnpi,jq
` e´β

ř

j:j‰i σjJnpi,jq
,

which increases or decreases in β as
ř

j‰i σjJnpi, jq,
is positive or negative, respectively. This parame-
ter β, often referred to as the inverse temperature in
the physics literature, encapsulates the extent of in-
fluence of neighbors in the network (see for example,
Daskalakis et al. (2020)).

However, the applicability of Ising model in social
networks comes with its concern in privacy. In fact,
Abawajy et al. (2016) and Zhou et al. (2008) discuss
a multitude of privacy preservation techniques when
presenting network data, particularly with the boom
of current network data. The concerns of privacy in so-
cial network analysis has indeed been a concern echoed
by many (Backstrom et al. (2007); Kleinberg (2007);
Srivastava et al. (2008)), for instance, a powerful ad-
versary with access to others’ data might be able to
conclude one’s outcome from a non-private algorithm,
particularly since the outcomes in a network are de-
pendent (Liu et al. (2016)). In fact, Ising model in
itself has been or can be used to study several sensi-
tive or potentially sensitive data on:

• Transmission of contagious diseases: For
instance Mello et al. (2021) study epidemic
transmission concepts from Covid-19 using Ising
model.
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• Tax evasion dynamics and peers’ influence on
such behavior, as studied by Zaklan et al. (2009)
using Ising model, and further enriched by Pick-
hardt and Seibold (2014), Giraldo-Barreto and
Restrepo (2021).

• Enforcing social behavior as discussed by
Cajueiro (2011) using Ising model for modeling
harmful behaviors, like smoking decisions (Krauth
(2006)), criminal behavior (Glaeser et al. (1996)),
investment decisions (Duflo and Saez (2002)), etc.

• Sexually transmitted diseases, like that stud-
ied by Potterat et al. (2002), for HIV transmission
in a network based study from Colorado Springs.
They also incorporate several sensitive informa-
tion like drug injection usage of agents involved.

Such applications motivate the need for privacy-
preserving techniques for analysis. Indeed, quite a few
of the papers cited study the model through simula-
tions, as such data is hard to collect and are often unre-
liable due to the potential untruthful reporting for pri-
vacy concerns. From eavesdropping medical and finan-
cial agencies, to incriminating evidence, social taboos
and voting freedoms; these examples show why privacy
is of utmost importance in studying these behaviors,
so that truthful data collection can be incentivized and
valid inferences can be drawn while ensuring the indi-
viduals’ privacy.

1.1 Related Works

There has been a growing literature for theoreti-
cal analysis of the Ising model, and advances have
been made in understanding the non-standard esti-
mation techniques in regard to the same. Chatter-
jee (2007) is one of the pioneers in this literature,
where he shows the

?
n consistency of the maximum

pseudo-likelihood estimator. On the other hand, Bhat-
tacharya and Mukherjee (2018) extends this result to
?
an-consistency based on conditions of the log par-

tition function, thus completing the result of consis-
tency for all the regimes. We build on these previous
works to incorporate the non-statistical constraint of
differential privacy, and quantify the loss of efficiency
due to the privacy requirement. Mukherjee and Ray
(2022) also analyze the difficulty in the estimation of
the parameter of the Ising model in certain regimes,
and draws parallels with the joint estimation strategies
demonstrated in Ghosal and Mukherjee (2020). Theo-
retical explorations into distribution testing with Ising
Models have been studied in Daskalakis et al. (2019).

In this work, we use techniques from Kifer et al. (2012).
They however deal with independent data structures,
which is in stark contrast with the dependent struc-
ture of that of the Ising model, thus requiring the ne-

cessity for developing new arguments and drawing in-
sights from the Ising literature to prove error bounds
on the differentially private estimator.

However, it must be noted that the notion of outcome-
differential privacy is different from the usual edge-
differential privacy (eg: Mohamed et al. (2022), Chen
et al. (2023), etc.) or node-differential privacy (eg: Ka-
siviswanathan et al. (2013), Blocki et al. (2013), etc.
) often considered in network privacy. In the Ising
model, the network information incorporated into the
Jn matrix is considered non-stochastic, and we are
instead interested in the outcomes σi P t˘1u, i P

t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu of the nodes. Taking up the tax-evasion
example to elucidate, the choice to evade taxes, taken
to be binary as ˘1 (which can be affected by peers’
choices), are sensitive and hence require privacy guar-
antees. This would give the respondents plausible de-
niability against financially criminal behavior, while
still allowing the researchers to study the influence of
peers in such behavioral models.

To our knowledge, the work by Zhang et al. (2020)
is the only one discussing differential privacy in Ising
models. They focus on keeping the dataset private
during both structure learning and parameter estima-
tion from multiple realizations of the results.

However, their privacy concept differs from ours. They
adopt a privacy model wherein the collection tσiu

n
i“1

treated as a singular unit of data. This approach is
particularly designed for scenarios involving the obser-
vation of multiple independent replicates of datasets,
each consisting of n sign flips. In contrast, our ap-
proach considers each node’s outcome as an individual
unit, observing only a single collection of n sign flips.
This presents a more individualistic perspective on the
preservation of privacy, making our applicability sig-
nificantly different from theirs.

Our Contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Primarily we study the problem of preserving
privacy for node outcomes of a network, in the
context of parameter (β) estimation in an Ising
model. This parameter is estimated with a sin-
gle realization of the network, and can be used
to infer about the extent of interference between
node outcomes in a network. The problem of pre-
serving node-outcome privacy in a single network
data, as far as our knowledge is concerned, has
not been studied before.

• We prove error bounds for our algorithm, quantify
the cost of privacy and complement the theoret-
ical results with extensive simulation study with
Erdős-Rényi random graphs.

• Finally, we evaluate the performance on two real-
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world networks-HIV status of individuals in a so-
cial network, and political leaning of online blogs
that link to one another.

The article is organised as follows: Section 1 provides
an introduction discussing the importance of privacy of
node outcomes along-with the current state of the lit-
erature, Section 2 puts the problem formally in terms
of the model and the privacy guarantee being pro-
vided, Section 3 discusses our algorithm and proves
privacy and error guarantees, and Section 4 evaluates
its performance through numerical experiments and
real life data. Finally, Section 5 provides closing dis-
cussions. All the proofs and additional experiments
are presented in the Supplementary Material. Code for
all the experiments can be found in the Github repos-
itory https://github.com/anirbanc96/PrIsing.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Two vectors τ , τ 1 P t˘1un are said to be adjacent
if they differ in at most one coordinate. The notion
of differential privacy tries to constraint an algorithm
by limiting its output variability for adjacent training
input τ and τ 1 (Dwork et al. (2014)).

Definition 2.1. (Dwork (2006); Dwork et al. (2006a))
A randomized algorithmM is said to be node outcome
pε, δq-differentially private (ε ą 0, δ ě 0) if

PpMpσq P Sq ď eεPpMpσ1q P Sq ` δ

for any adjacent vectors σ,σ1 P t˘1un and all events S
in the output space of M. When δ “ 0, the algorithm
is said to be ε-differentially private.

Note that in Definition 2.1, we have not specified any-
thing about the graph information. Indeed, the pri-
vacy protection is for the outcomes on the nodes, even
when the graph information is perfectly available to
an adversary.

Given a non-negative symmetric matrix Jn P Rnˆn

(encapsulating network information) with 0 on its di-
agonal, the Ising model constitutes assigning a proba-
bility distribution on a vector of dependent ˘1 random
variables σ “ pσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnq, given by a parametric dis-
tributions on Sn :“ t´1, 1un given by

Pβpσ “ τ q “
1

2n
exp

ˆ

1

2
βHnpτ q ´ Fnpβq

˙

; (1)

with β ě 0, where

Hnpτ q “ τTJnτ “
ÿ

1ďi,jďn

Jnpi, jqτiτj ; τ P Sn (2)

and Fnpβq is the log-partition function determined by
the normalizing constraint

ř

τPSn
Pβpσ “ τ q “ 1 re-

sulting in the formulation

Fnpβq :“ log

«

1

2n

ÿ

τPSn

exp

ˆ

1

2
βHnpτ q

˙

ff

“ logE0 exp

ˆ

1

2
βHnpσq

˙

where E0 denotes the expectation over σ distributed
as P0 (the uniform measure on Sn). The parameter β
, in parallel with the physics literature, is often known
as the inverse temperature and captures the strength
of dependence in the various entries of σ.

A very popular way of estimating β is obtaining
the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimator (MPLE)

β̂npσq (Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018); Chatter-
jee (2007)), given by

β̂npσq “ argmax
β

n
ź

i“1

fipβ, σiq (3)

where fipβ, σiq is the conditional probability density
of σi given σ´i, under parameter β.

For any τ P Sn, defining the function Lτ : r0,8q Ñ R
as

Lτ pxq :“ ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

mipτ qpτi ´ tanhpxmipτ qqq, (4)

where

mipτ q :“
n
ÿ

j“1

Jnpi, jqτj , (5)

it can be verified (see for example, Chatterjee (2007);
Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018)) that

β̂npσq :“ inftx ě 0 : Lσpxq “ 0u, (6)

interpreting the infimum of an empty set as 8 as usual,
where σ „ Pβ . Henceforth the dependence on σ is

suppressed with β̂n :“ β̂npσq denoting the MPLE of
β, and the function defined in Equation (4) is referred
to as the pseudo log-likelihood function. Furthermore,
in the following we use the notation tn “ Θpsnq to
denote tn “ Opsnq and sn “ Optnq. Also we say a
random variable Xn “ Opptnq to imply that for any
ε ą 0 there exists Mε ą 0 such that,

P r|Xn{tn| ą Mεs ď ε for all large enough n.

3 OUR METHOD

Our algorithm for private parameter estimation in one-
parameter Ising model is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Private Estimation in One-parameter
Ising Model (PrIsing)

Require: σ “ pσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnq, privacy parameters ε ą

0, δ ě 0, symmetric matrix Jn P Rnˆn with non-
negative entries such that Jnpi, iq “ 0 @1 ď i ď n.

Setmipσq “
řn

j“1 Jnpi, jqσj ; i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n; Lσpβq “

´ 1
n

řn
i“1 mipσqpσi ´ tanhpβmipσqq.

Set di “ n
řn

j“1 Jnpi, jq for all i “ 1p1qn.

Set ζ “ maxj

"

8
dj
n

*

.

if δ ą 0 then
Sample b P R from νpb; ε, δq “ N p0, γ2q where

γ “
ζ
a

8 logp2{δq ` 4ε

ε

else if δ “ 0 then

Sample b P R from νpb; ε, 0q “ Lap p0, 2ζ{εq

end if

Set ∆ ě maxj
␣

24
εn

řn
i“1 diJnpi, jq

(

return β̂priv “ inftβ ě 0 : Lσpβq`∆β{n`b{n “ 0u

Although the non-private estimate is given by the
MPLE obtained through equation (6), our algorithm
builds on the MPLE method by equating the pseudo-
likelihood equation not to 0, but to a random noise per-
turbation, calibrated according to the privacy require-
ment. The algorithm builds on Kifer et al. (2012) and
uses similar proof ideas by bounding the ratio of the
gradients of the MPLE equation, and the density of the
noise. However, in the former ratio, they could use an
identical bound as their data points were i.i.d., whereas
due to the dependent structure of the MPLE equation
(mipσq depends on σ´i’s), we need to obtain the noise
variance calibrated to the global-sensitivity (Dwork
et al. (2006b)) of the pseudo-loglikelihood function,
demonstrated in proof of Theorem 3.1 in Section A.

Theorem 3.1. Given any ϵ ą 0 and δ ě 0, Algorithm
1 is pε, δq-differentially private on node-outcome σ.

Next, we quantify the error bound of our Algorithm 1,
and quantify the cost of privacy in contrast with the
non-private error bound. Under regularity conditions,
Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018) shows

?
an con-

sistency of the non-private estimators, where an is de-
termined by conditions on the log-partition function.

In the following result we adopt a conditions similar to
those required for consistency of the non-private esti-
mator and provide the error bounds attained by β̂priv

from Algorithm 1.

Theorem 3.2 (Simpler Version of Theorem B.1). Let
supně1 }Jn} ă 8, and let β0 ą 0 be fixed. Suppose
tan : n ě 1u is a sequence such that, an Ñ 8 as
n Ñ 8 and,

(i) Fnpβq “ Θpanq for all β in a neighbourhood of β0,

(ii) Eβ0

“
řn

i“1 mipσq2
‰

“ opanq,

(iii)
řn

i“1

řn
j“1 Jnpi, jq2 “ Opanq.

Then, whenever ∆ is chosen to be the smallest permit-
ted by Algorithm 1, the estimator β̂priv satisfies,

|pβpriv ´ β0| “ Op

˜

1
?
an

`
λn

a

logp2{δq

anε

¸

if δ ą 0,

and,

|pβpriv ´ β0| “ Op

ˆ

1
?
an

`
λn

anε

˙

if δ “ 0.

where λn :“ 1 _ }Jn}
2
1Ñ8 , with } ¨ }1Ñ8 denoting the

vector induced 1-norm of a matrix.

The first term in the rate, denoted as 1{
?
an, rep-

resents the non-private rate inherent in the problem.
The additional term λn

anε
accounts for the privacy cost

introduced by differential privacy (DP) constraints.
This is in line with the privacy literature, where it
is widely observed that the privacy cost manifests as
a higher-order term, and its dependence on n (in our
case, an) is quadratic in nature (as discussed in, for
example, Acharya et al. (2021)).

However, It is important to note that Acharya et al.
(2021) deal with problems exhibiting an independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) structure. There-
fore, while drawing analogies, one should consider this
context carefully. We anticipate that in the presence
of dependence structures among observations, privacy
is compromised to a greater extent (Liu et al. (2016)).
This compromise is quantified by the parameter λn,
where larger values of λn signify an exacerbation of
the privacy cost.

3.1 Examples

In this section we consider specific examples of the un-
derlying network to quantify the error bound obtained
by the private estimator β̂priv and contrast with the
corresponding non-private estimator.
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3.1.1 Degree Regular Graphs

For Ising Models on degree regular graphs Gn, the
matrix Jn in (1) becomes Jn “ An{Dn where An

is the adjacency matrix of the graph Gn and Dn is
the degree. This encompasses Ising models on com-
plete graphs, random regular graphs and lattices which
have been comprehensively investigated in probabil-
ity and statistical physics (see Dembo and Montanari
(2010); Levin et al. (2010)). For such Jn the parame-
ter λn “ 1, and hence by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary
3.1 from Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018) we have
the following result.

Corollary 3.1. Fix β0 ą 0. Then for any sequence of
Dn regular graphs Gn,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
β̂priv ´ β0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“

$

&

%

Op

´
b

Dn

n ` Dn

nε ηδ

¯

0 ă β0 ă 1

Op

´

1?
n

` 1
nεηδ

¯

β0 ą 1

where ηδ “ logp2{δq if δ ą 0, and ηδ “ 1 if δ “ 0.

3.1.2 Erdős-Rényi Graphs

Consider Gn to be a sequence of Erdős-Rényi random
graphs on n vertices with edge probability pn. For
Ising Models with such an underlying network struc-
ture the matrix Jn from (1) is taken as An{npn, where
An is the adjacency matrix of the network Gn. It is
easy to infer that for large enough n the parameter
λn ď 2 with high probability. Combining Theorem
3.2 and Corollary 3.2 from Bhattacharya and Mukher-
jee (2018) we have the following result.

Corollary 3.2. Fix β0 ą 0. Then for a sequence of
Erdős-Rényi random graphs Gn with edge probability
logn
n ! pn ď 1,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
β̂priv ´ β0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“

#

Op

`?
pn `

pn

ε ηδ
˘

0 ă β0 ă 1

Op

´

1?
n

` 1
nεηδ

¯

β0 ą 1

where ηδ “ logp2{δq if δ ą 0, and ηδ “ 1 if δ “ 0.

In Corollary 3.1 and 3.2, we observe similar phase
transition behavior as in non-private scenarios, with
a distinct change in the rate of convergence occur-
ring at β0 “ 1. Specifically, when β0 ă 1, we witness
a phenomenon reminiscent of mean estimation prob-

lems, where the observed rate follows Opp

b

d
n ` d

nε q

(as discussed in Cai et al. (2021)), where d represents
the dimensionality of the problem. In these regimes,
Dn and npn signifies the intrinsic dimensionality of our
problem. Notably, the cost of privacy becomes more
pronounced for larger values of Dn and npn, indicating
a higher degree of dependence in our model. How-
ever, intriguingly, this intensification of the privacy
cost diminishes in the high-dependence regime β0 ą 1.

Here, the cost of privacy no longer exhibits dependency
on the graph’s intrinsic dimensionality, paralleling the
non-private rate.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

To complement the error guarantees in Section 3, we
perform numerical experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our method. We conduct a set of simulations
on Erdős-Rényi graphs and on two real datasets- HIV
status of individuals in a social network, and politi-
cal leaning of online blogs, repeating the simulation
500 times to plot the results. The Erdős-Rényi simu-
lations show a regime change in the estimation rate of
β, a phenomenon also seen in the nonprivate setting
Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018). On the other
hand, the real network experiments show that the va-
lidity of the method is upheld in realistic networks as
well.

4.1 Experiments on Erdős-Rényi graphs

In this section, we rigorously validate our theory
through a comprehensive simulation study. We begin
by providing a detailed description of the simulation
setup.

Simulation Setup

We aim to estimate the parameter β based on a dataset
consisting of n observations. These observations are
generated from an Ising model, where the underlying
dependency graph Gn is created using the Erdos-Renyi
model with a designated parameter pn. Jn is taken to
be ApGnq{npn, where ApGq is taken to be the adja-
cency matrix of a network G, ie, the corresponding H
from (2) becomes

Hpτ q “
1

npn
τTApGnqτ .

Our investigation into the performance of our proposed
estimator encompasses three primary simulation stud-
ies, as discussed below.

1. Impact of β on Our Estimator We want to
compare the performance of our β̂priv with β̂n over a
range of true β. We set n “ 2000, δ “ 1{n and ε “ 5

for the comparison, and pn is chosen to be n´ 1
3 .

Figure 1 shows the performance of the estimator over
β P r0, 2s alongwith 1 standard deviation errorbars.
Notice the phase transition at 1 in the error-bars pro-
duced in both the non-private and private estimators.
This is in line with what we expect in theory, as β̂n is
1?
pn

“ n
1
6 consistent for β ă 1 and

?
n consistent for
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Figure 1: Private and non-private MPLE in an Ising
model on and Erdős-Rényi random graph.

β ą 1 (see Corollary 3.2), and the private estimator
follows the same trend.

2. Effect of the Number of Observations n on
Mean Squared Error (MSE) Next we focus on
how the MSE of the estimators vary with the number
of nodes n in Gn. pn δ are still taken to be as before,
and we use a range of ε for comparison. Since the rate
of consistency is different in the two regimes of β, we
plot the MSE vs n at β “ 0.5 (Figure 2) and at β “ 1.5
(Figure 3).
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MSE of MPLE at β = 0.5

Figure 2: Effect of n on MSE of MPLE in an Ising
model on and Erdős-Rényi random graph with β “ 0.5

Note that both Figure 2 and 3 show a downward trend
in MSE as expected, but the speed at which the trend
dips down varies over ε. This effect can be attributed
to the cost of privacy in Corollary 3.2, in particular for
β ă 1 the cost is pn

ε “ 1
n1{3ε

while for β ą 1 the cost is
1
nε , which complements the observation that for β ą 1
the reduction in MSE is much faster than β ă 1.

3. Effect of Edge Density of Gn on MSE Here,
we investigate the relationship between the edge den-
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Figure 3: Effect of n on MSE of MPLE in an Ising
model on and Erdős-Rényi random graph with β “ 1.5

sity of the underlying graphGn and the resulting Mean
Squared Error (MSE) of our estimator. Since the num-
ber of edges is expected to be around n2pn, we take
pn “ n´α, and vary α to contrast the edge densities.
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Figure 4: Effect of pn on MSE of MPLE in an Ising
model on and Erdős-Rényi random graph with β “ 0.5
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Figure 5: Effect of pn on MSE of MPLE in an Ising
model on and Erdős-Rényi random graph with β “ 1.5
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Figure 4 and 5 show the MSE of MPLE for a range
of α. Recall from Corollary 3.2 that rate of conver-
gence in the high temperature regime pβ ă 1q is in-
versely proportional to α, which explains the relation
betweeen MSE and α in Figure 4. On the other hand
in the low temperature regime pβ ą 1q the rate of
convergence is

?
n, independent of the choice of α, re-

flected in non-private curve in Figure 5. However, in
the private case, following Theorem 3.2, the increment
in error with an increasing α can be attributed to the
parameter λn, which is approximately 1 with addi-
tional error proportional to α with high probability.

4.2 Real world networks: Experiments &
Real data

In the second set of simulations, we adopt real net-
works from two datasets, HIV transmission in so-
cial networks, and political affiliations of online blogs.
We conduct synthetic experiments adopting the corre-
sponding networks as fixed, and perform simulations
of Ising model realizations on these networks with
Jn “ DpGnq´1{2ApGnqDpGnq´1{2, where DpGq “

diagpD1pGq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , DnpGqq is a diagonal matrix of the
degrees of the nodes in a graph G. This leads to

Hpτ q “ τTDpGnq´ 1
2ApGnqDpGnq´ 1

2 τ (7)

which can thus handle moderate degree heterogene-
ity in the network Gn, and is a generalization of the
scaling used for regular or Erdős-Rényi graphs. In fact
this choice of Jn can be linked to the normalized graph
Laplacian Ln as Jn “ In ´ Ln (Chung (1997)), and
have been extensively used in node label classification
problems (Li et al. (2018), Zhou et al. (2020); Wu et al.
(2020)).

4.2.1 HIV status of individuals in a social
network

We consider the network of HIV status of individu-
als in Colorado Springs with 403 individuals in the
years 1988-1993 pooled together (Morris and Rothen-
berg (2011)), of which 23 have HIV status positive.
Clearly this is a network where the privacy of the node
outcomes is of great importance, and the outcomes are
heavily imbalanced in the network, as given by the
numbers as well as the network plot in Figure 6.

We conduct synthetic experiments simulating Ising
model realizations from this network under the Lapla-
cian scaling as in Equation 7, and plot the results in
Figure 7. ε “ 5 and δ “ 1{n are chosen for the plot.
Both the private as well as non-private estimate ap-
pears to be consistent around the true β.

Next we perform the analysis of the real data. The
non-private β̂n “ 1.8, and we produce β̂priv and take

HIV Status Positive Negative

Figure 6: Social Network with HIV Status
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Figure 7: Performance of private and non-private es-
timators based on Ising model synthetic data on real
HIV status network.

the Monte-Carlo conditional expectation of Erpβ̂priv ´

β̂nq2|σ,Jns to quantify the cost of privacy. It can be
seen from Figure 8 that the cost of privacy has a de-
creasing trend over ε, which is as expected.

4.2.2 Political leaning of online blogs

Next we consider the network of popular political
blogs over the period of two months preceding the
U.S. Presidential Election of 2004 (Adamic and
Glance (2005)) and their political leaning. The
graph, plotted in 9, have nodes representing the
blogs, color coded by their political leaning, and
edges between two nodes if and only if at least one
of them link to the other. We have removed nodes
with very high degrees pě 50q as they are very pop-
ular blogs anyway (like blogforamerica.com,

churchofcriticalthinking.com,

brilliantatbreakfast.blogspot.com,

busybusybusy.com,etc.) and are outliers in mea-
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Figure 8: Cost of privacy across ε on the HIV status
network and real data

suring the influence of the linking network on the
political leaning. Any isolated node have also been
removed to create a connected graph. The removed
nodes are relatively balanced on both sides of the
political spectrum. The resulting network, of n “ 815
nodes is relatively balanced in the two outcomes,
liberal (382) and conservative (433), and we want to
maintain the privacy of the political leanings of the
blogs while measuring the influence of the links on a
blog being red or blue.

Political Leaning Conservative Liberal

Figure 9: Link Network between Political Blogs

As before we conduct synthetic experiments simulat-
ing Ising model on this network, and the results in
Figure 10 show how the estimates, both private and
non-private concentrate around the true β.

In the real data β̂n “ 2.85 here, and as before we
conduct the cost of privacy analysis as in Section 4.2.1.
The results plotted in Figure 11 show the expected
downward trend of MSE for rising ε.
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Figure 10: Performance of private and non-private es-
timators based on Ising model synthetic data on real
political blogs network.
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Figure 11: Cost of privacy across ε on the political
blogs network and real data.

5 DISCUSSION

The Ising model, initially developed for ferromag-
netism, has wide applications in various fields, includ-
ing social sciences and healthcare, for modeling out-
come dependencies in networked systems. However,
its use in contexts like disease transmission, tax eva-
sion, and social behavior raises privacy concerns.

Current privacy research primarily focuses on indepen-
dent models, whereas network analysis mainly employs
edge and node differential privacy. However, the Ising
model presents a unique challenge of protecting inter-
dependent node outcomes alongside network structure,
which current literature does not adequately address.

To address this gap, we introduced an pε, δq-
differentially private algorithm for Ising models, en-
suring node outcome privacy with a single network re-
alization. Our work contributes theoretical insights,
including the consistency of the maximum pseudo-
likelihood estimator and quantifying privacy cost as
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O
´

λn

anε

¯

.

Our experiments demonstrate the algorithm’s practi-
cality, preserving privacy and utility in synthetic and
real-world networks, like HIV status in a social net-
work and political leaning of online blogs.

Despite our contributions, limitations remain, par-
ticularly assumptions related to log-partition func-
tions (see Dagan et al. (2021)).Possible avenues for
exploration may involve integrating network privacy
and node outcome protection while evaluating privacy
guarantees for different privacy notions, such as Renyi
Differential Privacy or f -DP (see Dong et al. (2022)).

In summary, our research emphasizes the importance
of privacy in Ising models. Our pε, δq-differentially pri-
vate algorithm addresses this concern effectively, of-
fering valuable contributions to this critical field. We
hope this work encourages further exploration of pri-
vacy preservation techniques in Ising models, promot-
ing a more secure approach to network analysis.
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PrIsing: Supplementary Materials

A Proof of Theorem 3.1

In this section we prove that Algorithm 1 satisfies pε, δq privacy for any ε ą 0 and δ ě 0. The proof is organised as
follows. First, in the following lemma, we bound the amount of change in Lσpβq induced by flipping a coordinate
in σ.

Lemma A.1. Fix 1 ď j ď n. If σ and σ1 differ in only the j-th entry, then for any β ą 0,

|Lσpβq ´ Lσ1 pβq| ď 8
dj
n2

.

The proof of Lemma A.1 is provided in Section A.1. Now consider σ,σ1 P t´1, 1un such that,

n
ÿ

i“1

1
␣

σi ‰ σ1
i

(

“ 1. (8)

Fix α ą 0. If β̂priv “ α, then α must satisfy,

Lσpαq ` ∆α{n ` b{n “ 0

or equivalently, define

bpα;σq :“ ´pnLσpαq ` ∆αq. (9)

Using a change of variable approach the ratio of densities can be written as,

f
pβpriv,σpαq

f
pβpriv,σ1 pαq

“
νpbpα,σq; ε, δq

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, δq
¨

|∇bpα;σ1q|

|∇bpα;σq|
, (10)

where ∇ denotes the partial derivative with respect to α and f
pβpriv,τ denotes the density of pβpriv given the data

τ “ σ,σ1. Now in the subsequent lemmas we bound the two ratios appearing in R.H.S of (10) separately. First,
in the following result, we bound the second term.

Lemma A.2. For any σ,σ1 P t´1, 1un satisfying (8),

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

∇bpα;σq

∇bpα;σ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď e
ε
2

where bpα, ¨q is defined in (9).

Next, we provide a bound on the ratio of densities in the following lemma.
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Lemma A.3. Consider any σ,σ1 P t´1, 1un satisfying (8). Then using Algorithm 1 for pε, δq privacy with
0 ă δ ă 2?

e
, we get,

νpbpα,σq; ε, δq

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, δq
ď eε{2

on a set S Ď R such that P pbpα,σq P Sq ě 1 ´ δ, and for pε, 0q privacy we get,

νpbpα,σq; ε, 0q

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, 0q
ď eε{2.

The proofs of Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3 are given in Sections A.2 and A.3 respectively. We now proceed to
show that Algorithm 1 preserves the notion of pε, δq differential privacy as defined in Definition 2.1. The proof
of pε, 0q differential privacy is now immidiate by combining the bounds from Lemma A.2, Lemma A.3 and (10).
For δ ą 0, recalling S from Lemma A.3 observe that,

f
pβpriv,σpαq ď eε{2f

pβpriv,σ1 pαq1 tbpα,σq P Su ` f
pβpriv,σpαq1 tbpα,σq P Scu

ď eε{2f
pβpriv,σ1 pαq ` f

pβpriv,σpαq1 tbpα,σq P Scu

Then for any borel set A Ď R and using a change of variable we get,
ż

A

f
pβpriv,σpαqdα ď eε{2

ż

A

f
pβpriv,σ1 pαqdα `

ż

f
pβpriv,σpαq1 tbpα,σq P Scu dα

ď eε{2

ż

A

f
pβpriv,σ1 pαqdα `

ż

ν pbpα,σq; ε, δq1 tbpα,σq P Scu dbpα,σq

ď eε{2

ż

A

f
pβpriv,σ1 pαqdα ` δ

where the last bound follows by definiton of S from Lemma A.3. The proof is now completed by recalling the
choice of σ and σ1 from (8).

A.1 Proof of Lemma A.1

Recalling (5), note that mipσq does not depend on σi for all 1 ď i ď n. Using (4), we have

Lτ pβq “ ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

mipτ qτi `
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

mipτ q tanhpβmipτ qq

for τ “ σ,σ1. Then,

Lσpβq ´ Lσ1 pβq “ ´
1

n

ÿ

i:i‰j

rmipσq ´ mipσ
1qsσi ´

1

n
mjpσqpσj ´ σ1

jq

´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

rmipσ
1q tanhpβmipσ

1qq ´ mipσq tanhpβmipσqqs (11)

Now recalling that all entries of Jn are non-negative,

|mipσq ´ mipσ
1q| “ |

n
ÿ

k“1

pσk ´ σ1
kqJnpi, kq| “ |pσj ´ σ1

jqJnpi, jq| ď 2Jnpi, jq. (12)

Consider,

κpxq :“ x tanhpβxq, @x P R.

It is easy to see that,

κ
1

pxq “ tanhpβxq ` xβsech2pβxq, @x P R,
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and by definition |κ
1

| ď 2. Then using the Mean Value Theorem we conclude,

|κpxq ´ κpyq| ď 2|x ´ y| for all x, y P R.

Now recalling the definition of κ and (12) we get,

|mipσ
1q tanhpβmipσ

1qq ´ mipσq tanhpβmipσqq| “ |κpmipσqq ´ κpmipσ
1qq| ď 4Jnpi, jq (13)

Thus combining (11),(13) and noticing that |mjpσq| ď
řn

k“1 Jnpj, kq ď dj{n, we have,

|Lσpβq ´ Lσ1 pβq| ď
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Jnpi, jq `
2

n
|mjpσq| `

4

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Jnpi, jq ď 2
dj
n2

` 2
dj
n2

` 4
dj
n2

“ 8
dj
n2

,

completing the proof of the lemma.

A.2 Proof of Lemma A.2

Since σ and σ1 satisfy (8), then there exists 1 ď j ď n such that σj ‰ σ1
j . Note that,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

∇bpα,σq

∇bpα,σ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď 1 `

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

∇bpα,σq ´ ∇bpα,σ1q

∇bpα,σ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

. (14)

Once again by (5), note that mipσq does not depend on σi for all 1 ď i ď n. Now recalling (9) and taking
derivative on both sides of (11) shows,

|∇bpα,σq ´ ∇bpα,σ1q| “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

i:i‰j

mipσq2sech2 pαmipσqq ´ mipσ
1q2sech2

`

αmipσ
1q
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
ÿ

i:i‰j

ˇ

ˇmipσq2sech2 pαmipσqq ´ mipσ
1q2sech2

`

αmipσ
1q
˘
ˇ

ˇ

ď
2

n

ÿ

i:i‰j

di
ˇ

ˇmipσqsechpαmipσqq ´ mipσ
1qsechpαmipσ

1qq
ˇ

ˇ (15)

where the inequality in (15) follows from the bounds |mipσq| ď di{n and |sechp¨q| ď 1. Define,

κ0pxq :“ xsechpαxq @x P R.

Observe that,

κ1
0pxq “ sechpαxq ´ xαsechpαxq tanhpαxq @x P R.

Now it is easy to infer that |κ1
0p¨q| ď 3. Using Mean value theorem we get,

|κ0pxq ´ κ0pyq| ď 3|x ´ y| @x, y P R. (16)

Finally by the definition of κ0, (16), (12) and recalling that entries of Jn are non-negative we conclude,

ˇ

ˇmipσqsechpαmipσqq ´ mipσ
1qsechpαmipσ

1qq
ˇ

ˇ ď 6Jnpi, jq, @i ‰ j. (17)

Next, note that

|∇bpα,σ1q| “ |∆ `

n
ÿ

i“1

mipσ
1q2sech2pαmipσ

1qq| ě ∆

Thus recalling (14), (15) and (17) shows,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

∇bpα,σq

∇bpα,σ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď 1 `

12
n

ř

i:i‰j diJnpi, jq

∆
ď 1 `

ε

2
ď eε{2

completing the proof.
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A.3 Proof of Lemma A.3

First suppose that we are using Algorithm 1 for pε, δq privacy. Let Γ “ bpα,σq ´ bpα,σ1q. By Lemma A.1,

|Γ| ď ζ “ 8maxj
dj

n . Then,

νpbpα,σq; ε, δq

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, δq
“ exp

ˆ

1

2γ2
pbpα,σ1q2 ´ bpα,σq2q

˙

“ exp

ˆ

1

2γ2
ppbpα,σq ´ Γq2 ´ bpα,σq2q

˙

“ exp

ˆ

1

2γ2
p´2bpα,σqΓq ` Γ2q

˙

ď exp

ˆ

1

2γ2
|2bpα,σq|ζ ` ζ2

˙

(18)

Note that for any random variable Z „ N p0, 1q

Pp|Z| ą tq ď 2e´t2{2, for t ą 1.

Hence for, bpα,σq „ N p0, γ2q,

Pp|bpα,σq| ě γtq ď 2e´t2{2, for any t ą 1.

Let St :“ ta P R : |a| ě γtu. Then it is easy to observe that for δ ă 2?
e
, and choosing t0 “

a

2 logp2{δq we get,

P pbpα,σq P St0q ď δ

Thus on the set S :“ Sc
t0 , using (18) and recalling the definition of γ from Algorithm 1 we find,

νpbpα,σq; ε, δq

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, δq
ď exp

˜

1

2γ2

#

γζ

c

8 log
2

δ
` ζ2

+¸

ď eε{2

which completes the proof of Lemma A.3 for pε, δq privacy. Now suppose we are using Algorithm 1 for pε, 0q

privacy. Then by definition,

νpbpα,σq; ε, 0q

νpbpα,σ1q; ε, 0q
“ exp

ˆ

ε

2ζ

`

|bpα,σ1q| ´ |bpα,σq|
˘

˙

ď exp

ˆ

ε

2ζ

ˇ

ˇbpα,σ1q ´ bpα,σq
ˇ

ˇ

˙

ď exp
´ε

2

¯

where the upper bound once again follows from Lemma A.1.

B Error Bound of PrIsing Algorithm

In this section we embark on a careful analysis of the PrIsing Algorithm and provide a detailed error bound
on the performance of the same. The performance of the non-private MPLE was analysed Theorem 2.1 from
Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018), where the authors concluded that the estimator is

?
an consistent, where,

under certain regularity conditions on the log-partition function, an is the Frobenius norm of the matrix Jn. In
the following result we recall the sufficient conditions for consistency of MPLE from Bhattacharya and Mukherjee
(2018), and analyze the performance of PrIsing under the same.

Theorem B.1. Let supně1 }Jn} ă 8, and let β0 ą 0 be fixed. Suppose tan : n ě 1u is a sequence such that,

an
nÑ8
ÝÑ 8

and for some ϑ ą 0,

0 ă lim inf
nÑ8

1

an
Fnpβ0 ´ ϑq ď lim sup

nÑ8

1

an
Fnpβ0 ` ϑq ă 8.

Further assume that,

(i) un,K :“ Eβ0
r
řn

i“1 |mipσq|1 t|mipσq| ą Kus is such that lim supKÑ8 lim supnÑ8
1
an

un,K “ 0, and
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(ii) lim supnÑ8
1
an

řn
i,j“1 Jnpi, jq2 ă 8

Then the private MPLE estimator β̂priv from Algorithm 1 satisfies,

|pβpriv ´ β0| “ Op

˜

1
?
an

`

a

8ζ2ρε,δ ` ε2∆2β2
0

anε

¸

,

where

ρε,δ “

#

logp2{δq ` ε{2 if δ ą 0

1 if δ “ 0

Proof. We prove Theorem B.1 by following the techniques developed in Bhattacharya and Mukherjee (2018).
For notational convinience define,

kn,δ :“
n2ε2

ζ2 p8 logp2{δq ` 4εq ` ε2∆2β2
0

for all δ ą 0, kn,0 :“
n2ε2

8ζ2 ` ε2∆2β2
0

. (19)

and consider,

s2n,δ :“
n2kn,δ

`a

ankn,δ ` n
˘2 “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

1

1?
an

`

?
ζ2p8 logp2{δq`4εq`ε2∆2β2

0

anε

if δ ą 0

1

1?
an

`

?
8ζ2`ε2∆2β2

0

anε

if δ “ 0
.

Further we will use pε, 0q privacy in place of ε-privacy for consistency in notation and Àθ to denote less than
equality upto a constant depending on a parameter θ.
By definition it is easy to observe that,

s2n,δ ď min

"

n2

an
, kn,δ.

*

(20)

Recall that by Algorithm 1, pβpriv is the solution to the equation,

Lσpβ, bq :“ Lσpβq `
∆

n
β `

b

n
“ 0.

Then for δ ą 0 with pε, δq privacy,

lim sup
nÑ8

s2n,δEβ0,b„Np0,γ2q

“

Lσpβ0, bq
2
‰

À lim sup
nÑ8

s2n,δEβ0
Lσpβ0q2 `

s2n,δ
n2

∆2β2
0 `

s2n,δ
n2

ENp0,γ2qb
2

ď lim sup
nÑ8

n2

an
Eβ0

Lσpβ0q2 ` 1 ă 8. (21)

where the finiteness follows by (Bhattacharya and Mukherjee, 2018, Lemma 5.2), the definition of kn,δ from (19),
γ,∆ from Algorithm 1 and observing that,

s2n,δ
n2

∆2β2
0 `

s2n,δ
n2

γ2 ď
kn,δ
n2

∆2β2
0 `

kn,δ
n2

γ2 ď
ε2∆2β2

0 ` ζ2p8 logp2{δq ` 4εq

ζ2 p8 logp2{δq ` 4εq ` ε2∆2β2
0

ď 1. (22)

where the first inequality follows from (20). Note that for b „ Lapp0, 2ζ{εq, E
“

b2
‰

“ 8pζ{εq2. Then for δ “ 0 by
a similar computation as in (21) and (22) we get,

lim sup
nÑ8

s2n,δEβ0,b„Lapp0,2ζ{εq

“

Lσpβ0, bq
2
‰

ă lim sup
nÑ8

n2

an
Eβ0

Lσpβ0q2 ` 1 ă 8. (23)
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Fix δ ě 0 and fix ξ ą 0, then by Chebyshev inequality, (21) and (23) we can choose K1 “ K1pξq ą 0 such that,

P
ˆ

|Lσpβ0, bq| ą
K1

sn,δ

˙

ď
s2n,δ
K2

1

ELσpβ0, bq
2 Àβ0

1

K2
1

ă ξ. (24)

By (Bhattacharya and Mukherjee, 2018, Lemma 5.3) it is easy to observe that there exists ν :“ νpξq and
K2 “ K2pν, ξq such that,

Pβ0

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

mipσq21 t|mipσq| ď K2u ě νan

¸

ě 1 ´ ξ (25)

for large enough n. Define,

Tn :“

#

pσ, bq P t`1,´1un ˆ R : |Lσpβ0, bq| ď
K1

sn,δ
,

n
ÿ

i“1

mipσq21 t|mipσq| ď K2u ě νan

+

.

Combining (24) and (25) and taking n large enough we conclude that,

PpTnq ě 1 ´ 2ξ.

Now choosing pσ, bq P Tn and recalling that the parameter β ě 0 shows,

L1
σpβ, bq :“

B

Bβ
Lσpβ, bq “

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

mipσq2sech2pβmipσqq `
∆

n

ě
1

n
sech2pβK2q

n
ÿ

i

mipσq21 t|mipσq| ď K2u `
∆

n

ě ν
an
n
sech2pβK2q `

∆

n
. (26)

Thus,

K1

sn,δ
ě |Lσpβ0, bq| “ |Lσpβ0, bq ´ Lσppβpriv, bq|

ě

ż
pβpriv

_β0

pβpriv^β0

L1
σpβ, bqdβ

ě

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ν
an
K2n

tanhpK2
pβprivq `

∆

n
pβpriv ´ ν

an
K2n

tanhpK2β0q ´
∆

n
β0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(27)

“ ν
an
K2n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK2
pβprivq `

K2∆

νan
pβpriv ´ tanhpK2β0q ´

K2∆

νan
β0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

.

where the inequality in (27) follows from (26). Now recalling our choice of pσ, bq P Tn we conclude,

P
ˆ

ansn,δ
n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK2
pβprivq `

K2∆

νan
pβpriv ´ tanhpK2β0q ´

K2∆

νan
β0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ě
K2

νK1

˙

ď 2ξ

for large enough n. The proof is now complete by invoking Lemma D.1.

■

B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2

Note that all the assumptions of Theorem B.1 are satisfied. By Algorithm 1 the smallest permitted value of ∆
is given by,

∆0 “ max
j

#

24

εn

n
ÿ

i“1

diJnpi, jq

+

. (28)
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Fix 1 ď j ď n. By the definition of di, 1 ď i ď n from Algorithm 1 note that,

n
ÿ

i“1

diJnpi, jq “ n
n
ÿ

i“1

n
ÿ

k“1

Jnpi, kqJnpi, jq “ n
n
ÿ

k“1

n
ÿ

i“1

Jnpk, iqJnpi, jq “ n
n
ÿ

k“1

J2
npk, jq.

By (28) note that,

ε∆0 “ 24max
j

#

n
ÿ

k“1

J2
npk, jq

+

“ 24
›

›J2
n

›

›

1Ñ8
. (29)

Now for ζ from Algorithm 1 we have,

ζ “ 8max
i

"

di
n

*

“ 8max
i

#

n
ÿ

j“1

Jnpi, jq

+

“ 8max
j

#

n
ÿ

i“1

Jnpi, jq

+

“ 8 }Jn}1Ñ8 (30)

where the penultimate equality follows since Jn is symmetric. Now recalling ρε,δ from Theorem B.1, (29) and
(30) shows,

8ζ2ρε,δ ` ε2∆2
0β

2
0 À }Jn}

2
1Ñ8 ρε,δ `

›

›J2
n

›

›

2

1Ñ8
β2
0 ď max

!

1, }Jn}
4
1Ñ8

)

`

ρε,δ ` β2
0

˘

.

The result now follows from Theorem B.1.

C Additional Experiments

We report additional simulations to evaluate the cost of privacy. In Figure 12 we generate Ising model synthetic
outcomes on Erdős-Rényi, HIV network and the Political Blogs network, and plot the MSE of the private-MPLE
estimates across a wide range of ε, and in the regimes of β ą 1 and β ă 1. The cost, quantified by the MSE
shows a decreasing trend with ε, with the difference in regimes being stark in the Erdős-Rényi network.
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POL (β = 1.5)

MSE of MPLE

Figure 12: MSE of PrIsing estimates across ε for all networks in the paper

Next, we compare the privacy costs in a neighborhood of the estimated β̂s. As noted in Sections 4.2.1 and
Section 4.2.2 corresponding beta-hat turns out to be 1.8 and 2.85 respectively. As before, we generate Ising
model synthetic outcomes with beta in a range around β̂, and estimate β̂priv 500 times to produce MSE values.
We plot the results varying across epsilon, and plot the results in Figure 13(a) for HIV network and Figure 13(b)
for political blogs network.

The results show a decreasing trend in MSE with increasing epsilon, re-ensuring that the MSE decreases as the
privacy guarantee becomes weaker.
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Figure 13: MSE of PrIsing estimates across a range of β values around β̂ using Ising Models on (a) HIV network
and (b) Political Blogs network.

D Technical Details

In this section we provide technical lemmas needed for completing the proof of our results.

Lemma D.1. Consider a sequence of random variables tXn : n ě 1u and suppose that for every ξ ą 0 there
exists K1pξq,K2pξq,K3pξq ą 0 such that,

P pMn |tanhpK1pξqXnq ` K2pξqtnXn ´ tanhpK1pξqcq ´ K2pξqtnc| ą K3pξqq ď ξ (31)

for all n ě n0pξq, where c ą 0 is a constant, tn ą 0 @n ě 1 and Mn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Then,

Mn |Xn ´ c| “ Opp1q

Proof. Observe that,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK1pξqXnq ` K2pξqtnXn ´ tanhpK1pξqcq ´ K2pξqtnc

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

`

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

K2pξqtnXn ´ K2pξqtnc

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Then by (31) we get,

P
ˆ

Mn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą K3pξq

˙

ď P pMn |tanhpK1pξqXnq ` K2pξqtnXn ´ tanhpK1pξqcq ´ K2pξqtnc| ą K3pξqq ď ξ

for all n ě n0pξq. Now for fixed ξ ą 0 and using the mean value theorem,

Mn|Xn ´ c| “
Mn

K1pξq

ˇ

ˇtanh´1
ptanhpK1pξqXnqq ´ tanh´1

ptanhpK1pξqcqq
ˇ

ˇ

ď
Mn

K1pξq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq

1 ´ ζ2ξ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(32)

where min ttanhpK1pξqXnq, tanhpK1pξqcqu ď ζξ ď max ttanhpK1pξqXnq, tanhpK1pξqcqu. By definition,

|1 ´ ζ2ξ | “ 1 ´ ζ2ξ ě 1 ´ |ζξ| ě 1 ´ | tanhpK1pξqcq| ´ | tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq|
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Since Mn Ñ 8, then there exists n1pξq ą n0pξq such that for all n ě n1pξq,

K3pξq

Mn
ď K4pξq :“

1

2
p1 ´ | tanhpK1pξqcq|q (33)

Note that on the event |tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq| ď K4pξq with (33), we have,

|1 ´ ζ2ξ | ě K4pξq.

Hence recalling (32), on the event |tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq| ď K4pξq we get,

Mn|Xn ´ c| ď
Mn

K1pξqK4pξq
|tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq|

Now choosing P pξq “
K3pξq

K1pξqK4pξq
shows,

P pMn |Xn ´ c| ą P pξqq ď P pMn |Xn ´ c| ą P pξq, |tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq| ď K4pξqq

` P p|tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq| ą K4pξqq

ď 2P
ˆ

|tanhpK1pξqXnq ´ tanhpK1pξqcq| ą
K3pξq

Mn

˙

ď 2ξ

for all n ě n1pξq, which completes the proof. ■


